Nanostructures fabricated from narrow-gap semiconductors with strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI), such as InAs, can be used to filter momentum modes of electrons and offer the possibility to create and detect spin-polarized currents entirely by electric fields. Here, we present magnetotransport and THz magnetospectroscopy investigations of Hall-bars with back-gates made from in InGaAs/InAlAs quantum well structures with a strained 4 nm InAs-inserted channel. The two-dimensional electron gas is at 53 nm depth and has a carrier density of about 6 × 10 11 cm −2 and mobility of about 2 × 10 5 cm 2 /Vs, after illumination. Electrical and THz optical transport measurements at low temperatures and in high magnetic fields reveal an effective mass of 0.038m 0 and an anisotropic g-factor of up to 20, larger than for bulk InAs or InAs-based heterostructures. We demonstrate that quasi-one-dimensional channels can be successfully formed by micro-laser lithography. The population of subbands is controlled by in-plane gates. Contrary to previous reports symmetric and asymmetric in-plane gate voltages applied to quasi-one dimensional channels did not show indications of SOI-induced anomalies in the conductance.
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Conventional electronics manipulates charges using electric fields and macroscopic magnetization of ferromagnetic materials. The field of spintronics promises novel devices that go beyond the conventional paradigm, by manipulating at the same time spin and charge of electrons. 1 One of the biggest challenges in this field is the creation, detection and manipulation of spin-polarized currents. A possible tool for an all-electrical control of spin-polarized currents is the spin-orbit interaction (SOI). In materials lacking inversion symmetry, the SOI is one of the mechanisms coupling the momentum of the electrons with their spin, creating correlations between spin polarization and charge current.
2,3
Narrow-gap semiconductors with large SOI, such as InAs, have received attention as potential building blocks for spintronic devices, 2,3 in particular as quantum well (QW) structures. 4,5 Semiconductor heterostructures offer the opportunity of using well-developed techniques for the fabrication of low-dimensional electron systems, with great flexibility in manipulating charges and the momentum of electrons by electric fields and nanopatterning. 6, 7 Unresolved issues exist on the magnitude of spin-splitting in magnetic fields and its correlation to confinement. And, whether the electric field perpendicular to the electron momentum 8 or the structural asymmetry 4 plays the main role in the reported SOI-induced effects and if it can be used to invoke and control electrically spin-polarized transport in low dimensions.
Here, we investigate the g-factor and SOI-induced phenomena in Hall-bars with backgates and QPC structures with in-plane and back-gates, fabricated with micro-laser photolithography in shallow inverted InGaAs/InAlAs QWs with an inserted InAs layer. The low-temperature magnetotransport of the Hall-bars shows Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations and quantum Hall effect (QHE), and is used to determine carrier density n and mobility µ. THz photoresponse and magnetotransmission measurements have been used to determine the effective mass m * and the Landé factor g. The QPCs show the effects of conductance quantization at low temperatures and the effect of transverse electrical fields is investigated by asymmetric in-plane gate voltages.
The wafer was grown by molecular beam epitaxy and contains a In 0.75 Ga 0.25 As/In 0.75 Al 0.25 As conditions, the density increases by roughly a factor of two and the mobility from the SdH scattering time increases up to about 3 × 10 5 cm 2 /Vs.
The Hall-bars were fabricated by micro-laser photolithography and wet-chemical etching to form the mesa. Atomic force microscopy shows that the etching process removes material down to a depth of approximately 90 nm, below the doping layer. 9 The contacts to the 2DEG were made by sputter-deposition of a 5 nm laver of chromium or titanium, followed by a 50 nm layer of gold, without annealing.
The QPCs were fabricated with high-resolution micro-laser photolithography and wetchemical etching as pairs of trenches, shaped like facing 'V's and about 3 µm wide, separating the 2DEG of a Hall-bar in three electrically isolated regions, as shown in Fig. 1 . The samples were mounted on chip-carriers and contacted by wedge-bonding with gold or aluminum wire.
The bottom of the chip-carrier is used as a back-gate.
Electric transport measurements were performed with a 3 He-cryostat in a 10 T magnet.
The sample was mounted in vacuum at the end of a copper 'cold-finger', with the 2DEG perpendicular to the magnetic field. All the measurements used lock-in techniques for signal recovery. Optical transport measurements were performed in a 10 T optical access magnet system, equipped with a variable-temperature insert. An optically pumped THz laser was used as the radiation source. The sample was mounted at the center of the magnetic field, on a holder that allowed full 360
• rotation with an accuracy of about 0.5
• , for the tilted field measurements. The sample holder was immersed in superfluid helium at a bath temperature of T bath = 1.4 − 1.6 K.
The inset of Fig. 1 shows a confocal microscopy image of a QPC (sample QPC1), etched into a Hall-bar. The lithographic width and length of the gap between the trenches are approximately 3.5 µm and 3 µm, respectively. Using carrier density and mobility values obtained from the magnetotransport measurements of Hall-bars ( Fig. 3) , we estimate the Fermi wavelength to be λ F ≈ 33 nm and the mean free path for T < ∼ 1.5 K to be L e > ∼ 2.6 µm. R xx shows SdH oscillations between B ≈ 0.7 T and B ≈ 2 T, and at higher fields has flat minima. R xy shows plateaus at the same fields where R xx has minima. This behavior is consistent with the formation of well-defined Landau levels (LLs) and the observation of the QHE for B > 2 T. Before illumination the minima in R xx are not zero and the plateaux in R xy are not at their theoretical values, R xy = 1 n h e 2 . This indicates a conduction channel parallel to the 2DEG. 9 After illumination, the parallel conduction vanishes and the electron density in the 2DEG is increased.
Beating patterns in SdH oscillations are indicators of the presence of SOI-created effective magnetic fields. 10 However, they become less pronounced with decreasing carrier density. We have modelled the PR signal by using the 2D SdH expression 13 and summing over several SdH harmonics. Fitting the PR yields the electron density n from the period of oscillations, the effective mass m * from the amplitude envelope, the g-factor from the splitting of the LLs, and the SdH scattering time τ SdH from the overall onset of the oscillations and their general growth with B. The data of Fig. 2 is complex because of the additional absorption near CR at higher fields, and we found it necessary to include in the model this absorption which also heats the electrons. Fitting the data yields g ≈ 20 and m * ≈ 0.038m 0 , close to that obtained from the magnetotransmission, which is considerably more accurate.
The values of n and µ are close to those extracted from dc magnetotransport measurements.
It is common to use the so-called "coincidence method" in concert with the cyclotron effective mass to determine the g-factor from magnetotransport measurements. 14 We have used this method and find that the angle at which the SdH period doubling occurs is θ = 78
• , from which the g-factor determined in this manner is only about g ≈ 6.4 with the measured effective mass of 0.039m 0 . A similar value was obtained from similar measurements on nearly identical samples. 12 We attribute this large variation of the band g-factor with angle (factor of about three) to anisotropy created by the QW confinement; 15 the observed anisotropy is consistent with calculations for a similar sample 16 incorporating wavefunction penetration into the surrounding material, 12 but the magnitudes are considerably larger than these single-particle band calculations predict. In fact the g-factor for B perpendicular to the plane of the QW is larger than the value at the bottom of the conduction band for bulk InAs of 14.8. We believe this enhancement is related to many-body exchange effects, and theoretical estimates 16 yield large exchange contributions to the g-factor (∆g exch = 6).
Other investigators have also reported very large g-values for B perpendicular to the plane of the 2DEG in 15 nm InAs/AlSb QWs. and G 2 ≈ 3.1 − 3.7 µS, respectively, and are much lower than expected for the first two plateaus in QPCs. Usually this indicates a large series resistance R s and it is common to correct the conductance curve G(V g ) for R s . In this case, if we identify G 1 and G 2 with the first two plateaus, 2e 2 /h and 4e 2 /h respectively, we obtain R s1 ≈ 650 kΩ and R s2 ≈ 300 kΩ. This implies that the series resistance is not constant, but depends strongly on the gate-voltage. Four-terminal measurements, performed to avoid the resistance of the ohmic contacts, indicate that the origin of this series resistance lies in the bulk of the 2DEG.
The conductance becomes zero after pinch-off, indicating that there is no parallel conduction.
We took great care to investigate the influence of asymmetrically applied lateral electric fields, because a previous study 8 reported that the first conductance plateau in an InAsbased QPC was shifted from 2e 2 /h to e 2 /h, when an asymmetric gate-voltage is applied to the in-plane gates. Based on model calculations the anomaly had been attributed to the creation of a SOI-induced fully spin-polarized channel in the quasi-1D region of the QPC. There is no indication of a SOI-induced conductance anomaly. Therefore we cannot confirm that the electric field perpendicular to the momentum of electrons in a narrow or quasi-1D channel leads to observable SOI-induced effects in transport measurements.
A study of an X-shaped QPC fabricated from the same QW heterostructure as in our work showed quantized conductance steps with an overlap of universal conductance fluctuations.
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A feature in the conductance at G ≈ 0.5·G 0 , where G 0 = 
